
Blue Pure 221 Air Purifier
249243

149,00 €

Modern air purifier for rooms up to 50 m². Comes with
Blue Diva and Dark Shadow filters.

instead of 399,00 €

You save 250,00 €

HEPA filter unit with integrated smoke filter
This air purifier comes with a combination filter that neutralises particles as well as tobacco smoke and various
odours. With the help of the activated carbon, which is incorporated into the filter as a net, it effectively filters odours
from the kitchen, cellar, cigarette smoke, animal odours and gases.

Operation
Operation works very effortlessly via touch screen, and changing the filter with a twist motion is equally simple.

Design
The air purifier works with a 360° all-round air intake. Compared to other devices, the unit is extremely power-
intensive. The purified air is discharged upwards. Due to the pre-filter, which can be selected in a colour that can be
adapted, the modern - yet timeless design of the Blue Pure 221 integrates ideally into any room. The white part is the
combi-filter HEPA/smoke.

Silently at work
Thanks to the low noise level, the Blue 221 air purifier can even be used in the bedroom at night on the lowest setting.

For more specifications, see the datasheet in the downloads tab.

SRP 399,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Specs

Product Attributes
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Search Boosters

Technical specifications

Air quality monitoring: false

Clean air delivery rate (m³/h) - pollen: 590

Clean air delivery rate (m³/h) - dust: 590

App-controlled: No

Clean air delivery rate (m³/h) - smoke: 590

Fan speed settings: 3

Recommended filter change: 6-12

Recommended room size (2 ACH) 120

Recommended room size (5 ACH) 50

Sound level: 31-56

Timer: false

Energy Management

Power consumption: 30

Power consumption: 30-61

EAN: 0689122010762

Manufacturer number: 102936

Product weight: 7.0 kilograms
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